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Uncertainties in NSM lanthanide
production from nuclear physics
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nuclear physics uncertainties
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FRIB reach in key regions impacting the evolution of r-process abundances
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(e.g. in the case that no feature is found in nuclear structure) and in understandi
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conditions.
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understanding the r-process.
encountered
During extremely neutron-rich conditions, rare-earth nuclei with Sn ⇠ 2 3
P. Möller et al. / Atomic Data and Nuclear Data Tables 109–110 (2016) 1–204
21
will set the r-process path. In this phase, the nuclear properties shape the peak
troughs in the abundance pattern [329]. During freeze-out, the radioactive prog
nuclei will decay toIntroduce
stability andkink
form the final r-process abundance distribution.
decay drives the abundances towards less neutron-rich nuclei, the shapes of the re
nuclei may change. This induces changes in trends for nuclear masses and n
capture rates that a↵ect the final abundances. However, the location of these
transitions on the chart of nuclides are predicted di↵erently by various theo
models.
Surman et al (1997)

Predicted deformation in the
rare-earths and peak formation

FRDM (2012)
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MCMC method:
rare-earth masses to form
peak in hot and similar
astrophysical conditions
Orford, Vassh, et al. (Phys. Rev. Lett. 120,
262702 (2018)); Vassh et al (in preparation)

•

Astrophysical trajectory:
hot low entropy wind as from a NSM
accretion disk
(s/k=30, t=70 ms, Ye=0.2)

•

50 parallel, independent MCMC runs

MCMC method:
rare-earth masses to form peak in
distinct astrophysical conditions
Vassh et al (in preparation)

• Astrophysical trajectories:
low entropy winds as from a NSM accretion disk
with hot, cold, and in between dynamics

Isotopic chains and features of
importance in peak formation
•

Rare-earth elements (Z~57 to 63) with isotopes at
N~100 to 117

•

FRIB Day 1 can reach the N=104 feature forming the
peak in hot conditions

•

Future FRIB reach will cover the N=108 and N=106
features utilized with cold and in between dynamics

Sm (Z=62)

Peak formation example: hot wind dynamics

Early time

(colored by the
dominant
reaction/decay
channel at the time)
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Later time

neutron capture

photodissociation

(n,𝛾) equilibrium (dependent on Sn)

𝛽-decay

most abundant nuclei

r stability have focused on reducing the uncertainties in nuclear weak rates that limit
ity to describe the mechanisms through which supernovae operate (e.g. Ref. [36]). Here
calculations have provided important guidance, identifying the most essential nuclear
d filling in the large gaps left by insufficient experimental information [31].

Will

reach some fissioning nuclei of relevance to the r process?
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“FRIBFRIB
will play
a critical
roleinboth
in providing
access
a range
prediction of
fornuclei
FAIR.and the tools to study fission barriers, and also in the
production of neutron-rich superheavy elements to allow the
study of their lifetimes and decays”

Nuclei with high fission flow (rate x abundance) when
average over 30 dynamical ejecta trajectories from a
NSM simulation given four mass/fission barrier models

Vassh et al (JPG 2019, arXiv:1810.08133)

Zhu et al (ApJL 863, L23 (2018))

When is 254Cf strongly populated?
Heavy element fission barriers in the r process
Vassh et al (JPG 2019)

•

Low fission barriers during 𝛽decay feeding (along dotted path)
à low 254Cf abundance

•

Effective heating going into
kilonova light curve calculations
depends on abundance

•

254Cf

on edge of experimental
data; can local barriers, half-lives,
and branchings be explored?

Zhu et al (ApJL 863, L23 (2018))
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Are there other species which undergo spontaneous
fission with half-lives on order of expansion timescales?
Abundance

Md

•

260Md

also undergoes SF (100% branching) with half-life tens of days but not
populated due to theoretical 𝑄% < 0 of its 𝛽-feeder; can this be verified?

•

This is largely unexplored territory, perhaps pushing experimental bounds
could find long-lived species such as 254Cf to not be so “anomalous”

FRIB will reduce nuclear data uncertainties which impact
important open questions in r-process heavy element production
Can mergers account for all the r-process
material observed in the galaxy?

At what site(s) and under what
conditions does heavy element
nucleosynthesis occur? What
determines the relative ratios of
lanthanides such as the rare-earth
elements?

Where are actinides
produced?
How heavy of nuclei can the
r process ultimately
produce? (need information
at N=126 and beyond)

